Access.
  Shelved in compact 4 - R 050.
  1975+

Advertising Age. Weekly Newspaper
  1 year to date.

*Allrecipes  monthly
  2 years to date

America.  Weekly
  Microfilm 1909-1982
  2 years to date.

American and Foreign Used Cars.
  Ready Reference
  R 629.1
  Approximately 6 months to date

American Anthropologist.  Bimonthly (Discontinued w/ EBSCO 10/08)
  Microfilm February 1957-1982

*American Artist.  Monthly
  Microfilm 1937-1960

*American Craft.  Bimonthly
  2 years to date.

*American Girl.  Monthly (J)
  2 year to date.

*American Heritage.  Bimonthly
  Microfilm September 1949-October 1966

American Historical Review.  Quarterly
  Microfilm October 1895-July 1964

*American History.  Bimonthly
  3 years to date.

American Home.  Monthly
  Microfilm 1961-1963

American Journal of Nursing.
  Microfilm 1949-1972

American Journal of Psychology.
  Microfilm 1950-1964

A * next to a periodical indicates that it is a circulating periodical.
American Library Association Publications.

**Bulletin.** - See American libraries - Paper 1951-1995

**College and Research Libraries.** - 1963-1995

**Freedom to Read Foundation News.** - 1994+

**Information Technology and Libraries.** - 5 years to date

**Journal of Library Automation.** Quarterly
As of 88 see: Libraries and culture.
Paper 1966-Fall 1987

**LAMA** (Library Administration and Management Association).
Paper 1974+

**Library Systems Newsletter.** - Smart Libraries
1/83-11/95; June 97+

**Library Technology Reports.** Bimonthly
Paper 1976-2008

**Public Libraries.** Quarterly
February 1953-December 1956
1978-December/December 1990

**Public Library Reporter.** Quarterly
September 1954-1970

**R.Q.** Bimonthly (Reference Services Division)
March 1965-Spring 1984

**Trustee digest.**
Summer 1988+

**Washington Newsletter.** - 3 years to date

End of ALA Publications.

**American Literature.** Quarterly
Bound volumes 1929-1966.
Microfilm 1955-January 1961
Paper 1967+ (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

**American Mercury.** Quarterly
Microfilm 1924-1971
**American Philatelist.** Monthly
3 years to date.

**American Psychologist.** Monthly
Microfilm 1962-1971

**American Record Guide.** Bimonthly Cancelled 12/18
2 years to date.

**American Rifleman.** Monthly
1 year to date

**American Scholar.**
Microfilm winter 1932-August 1963

**American Scientist.** Bimonthly
Microfilm 1947-1972

**American Sociological Review.** Bimonthly
Microfilm 1951-1963

**Americas.** Monthly
Microfilm 1961-1965

**Analog.** 6 Double issues per year
Circulation 1 year to date.
1952+

**Antioch Review.** Quarterly Cancelled as of 11/18
Microfilm Spring 1941- Winter 1963
3 years to date.

**Antique Trader.**
1 year to date.

**Antiques.** Monthly
3 years to date.

**Archaeology.** Quarterly
3 years to date.

**Architectural Digest.** Monthly
3 years to date

**Architectural Record.** Monthly
Microfilm 1956-1976
3 years to date.

**Art in America.** Bimonthly
3 years to date.
Art News. Monthly  
3 years to date.

Astronomy. Monthly  
3 years to date.

Atlantic Monthly. Monthly  
Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.  
Microfilm 1857-1965  
1966+

Atlas World Press Review. Monthly  
Microfilm 1961-1964

Audiofile. Bi-monthly  
1 year to date.

Audiovisual Instruction. Monthly  
Microfilm 1956-1968

Audubon. Bi-monthly  
Microfilm 1951-1959  
3 years to date.

Automobile Quarterly. Quarterly  
629.2 shelved with books.  
1962+ (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

Aviation Quarterly.  
629.13 shelved with books.  
1974-1989

Aviation Week and Space Technology. Weekly  
Microfilm 1957-1960  
2 years to date.

Baby Bug. (J)  
1 year to date

Backpacker. Monthly  
2 years to date.

Barron's. Weekly Newspaper  
1 year to date.  
Shelved in storage

Beanz (J) Monthly (Kids Code and Computer Science)  
2 years to date

Better Homes and Gardens. Monthly  
3 years to date.
*Bicycling. Monthly
   2 years to date.

Biography Index.
   R 920 B

*Bloomberg Businessweek. Weekly
   Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
   Microfilm 1929-1976
   3 years to date.

*Bon Appetit. Monthly
   3 years to date.

Book links. Monthly (J)
   10 years to date. (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/11)

Booklist. Semi-monthly (J)
   10 years to date. (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/11)

Book Review Digest.
   R 015. Shelved before non fiction in storage.
   (Cancelled) 1905-1988 in storage

Bottom Line Health. Monthly
   2 years to date.

Bottom Line Personal.
   Current year @ Reference desk R332.67
   Prior year in storage

*Boy's Life. Monthly (J)
   1 year to date.

Bulletin of Atomic Scientists. Monthly
   Microfilm 1945-1968
   12 years to date. (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/08)

Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books. Monthly (J)
   Current issues Children's room.
   Older issues in Storage. 1980+

Business Periodicals Index.
   Storage 1987-

CD One Stop (Music librarian.) - See Connoisseur

   2 years to date. Cancelled as of 11/18
CPI. (Cars of Particular Interest.)
    Kept at Reference desk.
    R 629.1.
    Approximately 6 months to date

Calliope (J)
    1989- April 2013

*Camping Magazine.  Monthly
    3 years to date.

*Car and Driver.  Monthly
    Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
    3 years to date.

*Catholic Digest.  Monthly
    3 years to date.

*Catster  Monthly
    3 Years to date

Chemical Engineering  Monthly
    3 years to date.

Chemical & Engineering News  Weekly  Cancelled as of 11/18
    5 years to date.

*Chess Life and Review.  Monthly
    3 years to date.

Chicago Review.  Quarterly
    Microfilm 1957-1967

Chief (Civil service leader.)  Weekly  Newspaper
    1 year to date.

Child Development  Quarterly
    10 years to date.  (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

Childhood Education
    Microfilm  9/1953-5/1963

Choice  Monthly  (Disc 12/14)
    5 years to date.

Christian Science Monitor  Newspaper
    Shelved in storage
    1 year to date.

Christianity Today  Biweekly
    3 years to date.
Levittown Public Library
Periodical List

Citizen - see Wantagh Seaford Citizen. Newspaper

Civil War History. Quarterly
Paper 1969+

*Civil War Times Illustrated. Monthly
3 years to date.

Clearing House. (Discontinued w/ EBSCO 10/08)
Microfilm 1939-1977

Cobble Stone. Monthly (J)
3 years to date.

Coin World. Weekly Newspaper
1 years to date. Shelved in storage

College and Research Libraries. - see ALA

*Commentary. Monthly
Circulation 1 year to date.
Microfilm 1945-1965
3 years to date.

*Commonweal. Weekly
Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
Microfilm 1924-1974
Ref 3 years to date.

Comps.
Current year and previous 2 years kept at Reference desk; older in storage.
3 Years to date

Computers in Libraries.
3 years to date.

*Conde Nast Traveler. Monthly
3 Years to date.

Congressional Digest. Monthly
10 Years to date.

Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report.
Current year at Ready Reference
Older issues in compact 4 - 328.735
1964+

*Conservationist. Bimonthly
2 years to date.
Consumer Bulletin. -See Consumer research.

Consumer Guide.
    All issues kept at Reference desk.

*Consumer Reports.  Monthly
    Current year at Ref. Desk, prior 3 years in storage R 640.73
    Circulation duplicate - 1 year to date

Contemporary Review.  Monthly (British)
    Microfiche 1866-1906
    Microfilm 1953-1965
    10 years to date. (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

*Cooking Light.  Monthly
    1 year to date

*Cosmopolitan.  Monthly
    3 years to date.

*Country Sampler.  Bi-monthly
    3 years to date.

Courier.  See Unesco courier.

Crain's New York Business.  Newspaper
    1 years to date.
    Shelved in storage

Credit Week, Standards and Poors
    1 year to date

*Cricket.  Monthly (J)
    3 years to date.

Criterion, the. - Ed. by T.S. Elliot.
    Bound vols. 1922-1939

*Crochet World  Monthly
    2 Years to date

*Current.  Monthly
    3 years to date.

Current Biography.  Monthly
    R 920 B
    Ready Reference- Older editions in storage

Current History.  Monthly
    Microfilm 9/1941-1959
Cycle World. Monthly
  3 years to date.

Daedalus  Quarterly  Cancelled as of 11/18
  3 years to date.

Daily News. Newspaper
  Current week kept at circ desk
  Past issues shelved in storage
  3 months to date.

*Dance Magazine. Monthly
  3 years to date.

Debow's Review. (New Orleans)
  Microfilm 1846-1880

Department of State Bulletin. Monthly
  Microfilm 1939-1959
  Paper 8/86-12/89

*Discover. Monthly
  2 years to date

*Discovery Girls. (J)
  2 Years to date.

Documents to the People. (See ALA.)

*Dogster. Monthly
  2 years to date

Drama. Quarterly
  Paper 1964-7/1980

*Dwell.
  3 years to date.

ELH. (English literature history.) Quarterly
  March 67- Winter 1976
  10 years to date. (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

*ENR. (Engineering news record)  Weekly
  5 years to date.

*Eating Well  Bi-monthly
  2 years to date

Ebony.  Monthly (Disc 12/17)
  Microfilm 11/1945-10/1968
  3 years to date.
*Economist. Weekly
  5 years to date.

Education. Quarterly
  Microfilm 1950-1964

Education Digest.
  Microfilm 9/1950-5/1963
  3 years to date.

Educational Forum. Quarterly
  Microfilm 11/1956-5/1966
  3 years to date.

Educational Record. Quarterly
  Microfilm 1956-1963

Educational Theatre Journal. Quarterly
  Microfilm 1956-1963

Electronics. Biweekly
  Microfilm 1962-1963

Elementary School Journal.
  Microfilm 1950-1963
  5 years to date (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/12)

*Elle.
  3 Years to date.

*Elle Decor
  3 Years to date.

English Historical Review. Quarterly
  Microfilm 1955-1963

English Journal.
  Microfilm 1912-1965
  3 years to date

*Entertainment Weekly. Weekly
  1 Year to date.

*Esquire. Monthly
  Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
  Microfilm 1933-1973
  3 years to date.

ETC. (A Review of general semantics.) Quarterly
  Microfilm 1955-1963
*Everyday with Rachael Ray.*  
3 years to date.

*Exceptional Children.* Monthly  
5 years to date.

*Explicator.*  
Microfilm 10/1956-1/1964

*F.L.Q*—see film library quarterly.

*Facts on File.*  
Ready Reference. Older volumes in Storage.  
R 909.82 (Cancelled. No print version)

*Family Circle.* Monthly  
3 Year to date.

*Family Fun.* Disc as of 6/18  
3 years to date

*Family Handyman.* Monthly  
3 years to date.

*Fantasy and Science Fiction.* Monthly  
Circulation duplicate 1 years to date  
Ref copy 1950+

*Fast Company* Monthly  
2 years to date

*Federal Jobs Digest.* Bi-monthly Newspaper  
Print disc. 12/1/18  
On-line only

*Field and Stream.* Monthly  
3 years to date.

*Film Comment.* (Mar 2002)  
5 Years to date.

*Film Library Quarterly.* Quarterly  
1967-1984 Discontinued publication  
As of Spring 1985 included in Sightlines.

*Film Quarterly.* (Canceled w/Ebsco 5/14)  
Microfilm 10/45-Summer 69  
5 years to date.

*Fine Gardening*  
2 years to date
*First for Women
  3 years to date

*Fisherman  Weekly
  1 year to date.

Five Owls. (J)
  J-Ref

Focus. Monthly
  Microfilm 1950-1967

*Food Network  Monthly
  2 years to date

*Forbes.  Semi-monthly
  5 years to date.

Foreign Affairs.  Quarterly
  Microfilm 1922-1960
  1959+ (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

*Fortune.  Monthly
  Circulation duplicate 2 years to date.
  Microfilm 1930-1965

Forum.
  Microfilm 1886-1965

Frank Leslie's 3 Illustrated Newspaper.  Weekly
  Microfilm 1855-1922

Freedom to Read.  - See ALA

*Fun For Kids  Monthly (Cancelled 7/17)
  2 years to date

*The Futurist.  Bimonthly
  Discontinued Summer 2015
  5 years to date.

*GQ.  - Gentleman’s Quarterly
  3 years to date.

Galaxy Magazine.  Bimonthly
  Paper 1950-1979

*Game Informer  Monthly
  2 years to date

Guardian, The.  Weekly Newspaper
  Cancelled as of 11/18
  1 year to date.
  Shelved in storage
*Glamour. Monthly Disc 1/19
3 years to date.

*Golf Digest. Monthly
3 years to date

*Good Housekeeping. Monthly
3 years to date.

Greenpoint Weekly. Newspaper
Microfilm 1945-1960

*Guitar Player.
1 years to date.

*Hack Space
3 years to date

*Harper's Bazaar. Monthly
3 years to date.

*Harper's Magazine. Monthly
Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
Microfilm 1850-1965
1966+
Harper's Weekly.
Microfilm 1857-1916

Harvard Business Review. Bimonthly
Microfilm 1922-1974
3 years to date.

Harvard Education Review. Quarterly
5 years to date.

Harvard Health Letter. Monthly
Current year @ Reference Desk R613
Previous 2 years shelved in storage

Harvard Women's Health Watch & Index. Monthly
Current year at Reference Desk
Previous 2 years shelved in storage

Health. Monthly
3 years to date.

*Hemmings Motor News. Monthly
Shelved in storage R 629.1
Circ 1 year to date.
*HGTV. Monthly
   3 years to date.

*Highlights for Children. (J)
   1 year to date.

*Highlights High Five. (J)
   1 year to date

History Today. Monthly
   Microfilm 1951-1964
   Paper 1964-1978

Holiday. Bimonthly
   Microfilm 1949-1968

Horn Book. Bimonthly 1935+
   Current issues in Childrens Room.

Horn Book Guide to Children's and Young Adult Books. (J)
   1991+

*Horticulture. Bimonthly
   3 years to date

*Hot Rod Magazine. Monthly
   2 years to date.

*House Beautiful. Monthly
   5 years to date.

Hudson Review. Quarterly
   Microfilm 1948-1964
   1964+

Human Behavior
   Microfilm 1972-1979

*Humanist. Monthly
   1 year to date.

*Humanities Index. (Disc)
   Storage compact 4 under R 305.
   Most recent volume: Dec 2011

*Humpty Dumpty. Bimonthly (J)
   2 years to date.

I.F. Stones Weekly
   Microfilm 1953-1978
Illustrated London News. Biannual
Microfilm 1842-1971
Index 1969-1972

*Inc. Monthly
2 years to date

Independent Advisor. Monthly
Current year @ Reference Desk. Previous year shelved in storage.
R 332.67 I

Information Technology and Libraries- See ALA.

*Instyle. Monthly
3 Years to date.

International Jerusalem Post. Weekly Newspaper
1 year to date. Shelved in storage

Internet @ Schools
Supplement to Computers in Libraries
3 years to date

Investor's Business Daily. Daily Newspaper
1 year to date. Shelved in storage

*Ireland of the Welcomes
1 year to date

Island Trees Eagle. See Levittown eagle.

*J-14 (YA)
2 years to date

JAMA. Journal of the American Medical Association. 10 yrs to date

*Jerusalem Report.
2016 only

Journal of American History. Quarterly
Formerly Mississippi Valley Historical Review.
Microfilm 1914-1965
Paper 6/65+ (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)
Microfilm 1968-1973
10 years to date.

Journal of Business. Quarterly
Microfilm 1955-1963
**Journal of Commerce.** Weekly
Now called JOC week
Online 6/00 at [WWW.JOC.COM](http://WWW.JOC.COM) (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

**Journal of Economic Perspectives.**
Shelved with American Economic Review.

**Journal of Education.** Quarterly
Microfilm Oct. 1956-Apr. 1968

**Journal of Educational Psychology.** Bimonthly
Microfilm 1958-1965

**Journal of Educational Research.** Quarterly
Microfilm 1920-1969

**Journal of Experimental Education.** Quarterly
Microfilm 1932-1966

**Journal of Experimental Psychology.** Monthly
Microfilm 1955-1971

**Journal of Library Automation.** Quarterly
See under ALA Journal of library history.

**Journal of Long Island History.** Quarterly
Shelved at end of Reference periodicals.
1968-Spr. 1982

**Journal of Modern History.** Quarterly
Microfilm 1929-1963

**Journal of Negro History.** Quarterly
Microfilm 1916-1967
Paper 1968-1978

**Journal of Politics.** Quarterly
Microfilm 1953-1963

**Journal of Secondary Education.** - See Leadership

*Junior Scholastic.* Weekly (J)
3 years to date.

**Keesing Record of World Events and Index.**
(Formerly Keesing contemporary archive.)
1963-1986 in compact 4 under R 909.82
1987 + at Reference LR 909.82

**Kenyon Review.** Quarterly
Microfilm 1953-1963
Kiplinger’s Letter (Forecast for Management) - Weekly  
Kept at Reference desk R650  
Formerly titled Kiplinger’s Washington Newsletter

*Kiplinger’s Personal Finance Magazine.  
3 years to date.

Kiplinger’s Retirement Report  
Reference Department.  
R 332.024  
Previous year and same year kept in Reference.

Kirkus. Semi-monthly  
Latest year kept at Reference desk.  
10 years to date.

*Knit Simple Monthly  
2 years to date

LAMA. See under ALA.

*Ladies Home Journal. Monthly (Cancelled publication 09/14)  
5 years to date.

*Ladybug. Monthly (J)  
1 year to date.

Lancet. Weekly Cancelled as of 11/18  
5 years to date.

Language Arts. Monthly (J)  
3 years to date.

Leadership.  
Formerly Thrust for educational leadership.  
Microfilm 1923-1981

Levittown Eagle. Weekly Newspaper  
Published as Island Trees eagle from 11/20/47-12/25/47  
Microfilm 11/20/47-5/18/53  
LHC Paper 11/20/47-5/18/53

Levittimes.  
Second copy LHC 1994+

Levittown Press. Weekly Newspaper  
Microfilm 6/11/53-12/27/56  
LHC Paper 1953-1956

Levittown School Board minutes on microfilm.  
Shelved in cabinet with Levittown Tribune microfilm  
Dec 1949- May 1968
Levittown Public Library
Periodical List

Levittown School Board tapes.
12/29/1949- current

Levittown Tribune. Weekly Newspaper
Microfilm 12/18/47-1994
Paper 1995+
Current issue at circ desk

Liberator.
Microfilm 1831-1865

Libraries and Culture. Quarterly
Formerly Journal of library history under ALA.
5 years to date.

Library Hotline. Monthly
5 years to date.
Online

Library Journal. Semi-monthly
Microfilm 1949-1952
10 years to date.

Library Quarterly.
Microfilm 1950-1959
10 years to date. (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

Library Sparks. Discontinued June 2016
Children’s reference.

Library Technology Reports.
Shelved under ALA.

Library Trends. Quarterly
5 years to date.

Library Systems Newsletter. See under ALA Smart Libraries.

Life. Monthly
Microfilm 1923-1981

Linn's Stamp News. Weekly Newspaper
1 year to date.
Shelved in storage

Lion and the Unicorn. (J)
Older issues in Storage.
Winter 1979/1980+ (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)
Lippincott's magazine.
Microfilm 1868-1900

Literary Digest. Weekly
Microfilm 1890-1908

Living Age.
Microfilm 1844-1850

London Times. Daily Newspaper
Index 1964-1992 4 Compact under 072.1
Microfilm 1785-1992
Sundays not included.

Long Island Business News. Weekly Newspaper
1 year to date.

Long Island Forum. Quarterly
Compact shelving R974.72 L
1938+

Long Island Historical Journal. Quarterly
1991+ Plus LHC 1988+

Long Island Press. Daily Newspaper
Microfilm 8/1945-3/1977

Long Island Star Journal. Daily Newspaper
Microfilm 8/1945-11/1967

Look. Suspended publication.

*Mac World.
2 years to date.

*Macleans. Monthly
2 years to date

*Mad Magazine
2 years to date

*MagPi
3 years to date

*Magnolia Journal
3 years to date

*Make: Technology on Your Time. Quarterly. (Innov. Station)
3 years to date.
*Martha Stewart Living. Monthly
3 years to date

Maximum PC.
3 years to date.

Mayo Health Letter.
3 years to date
Current year in Reference.
Previous years in Storage R 613.

*Men's Health. Monthly
3 years to date.

Mental Hygiene.
Microfilm 1955-1974

Mississippi Valley Historical Review.
See Journal of American history.

*Model Railroader. Monthly
3 years to date.

Modern Age. Quarterly (Late)
Microfilm Sum 1957-Fall 1969
5 years to date.

Modern Fiction Studies. Quarterly
10 years to date. (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/10)

Modern Language Journal. Quarterly
Microfilm 1916-1968
10 years to date (Discontinued w/Ebsco 12/12)

Modern Language Notes. Bimonthly
Microfilm 1886-1965
10 years to date. (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

Modern Language Quarterly.
10 years to date. (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/10)

Modern Philology. Quarterly
Microfilm Aug 1959-May 1965
10 years to date. (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

*Moment. Monthly Cancelled as of 11/18
3 years to date.

*Money. Monthly Disc 5/10/19
Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
3 years to date.
Moneyletter - Business Reference
1 year to date

Monthly Labor Review.
Microfilm 1950-1957
5 years to date

3 years to date.

Morningstar Mutual Funds. Semimonthly
R 332.67 (Now online only)

*Mother Earth News. Monthly
3 years to date.

*Mother Jones. Monthly
3 years to date.

*Motor Trend Magazine. Monthly
2 years to date.

*Muse. (J)
3 years to date.

Museums New York.
Kept at reference office.

NADA Motorcycle/Snowmobile/ATV Guide. Triquarterly (3 per year)
Now called NADA Powersports Guide
R 629.1
Kept in reference department for approximately 6 months.

NADA Official Older Used Car Guide. Triquarterly (3 per year)
R 629.1
Kept in reference department for approximately 6 months.

NADA Official Used Car Guide. Triquarterly (3 per year)
R 629.1
Kept in reference department for approximately 6 months.

NADA Recreational Vehicle Appraisal Guide. Triquarterly (3 per year)
R 629.1
Kept in reference department for approximately 6 months.

Nassau County Historical Society Journal. Quarterly
1937+
*Nation. Weekly
Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
Microfilm 1865-1971
5 years to date.

Microfilm 1965-1972

*National Geographic. Monthly
Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
Paper 1913+

*National Geographic Kids. Monthly (J)
5 year to date.

*National Geographic Traveler. Monthly
5 year to date.

*National Parks. Monthly
5 years to date.

*National Review. Bimonthly
Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
Microfilm 1955-1972
Paper 1973+

*National Wildlife. Bimonthly
3 years to date.

Nations Business. Monthly
Microfilm 1912-1974

Nations Schools.
Microfilm 1928-1974

Natural History. Monthly
Microfilm 1950-1973
(Discontinued w/Ebsco 12/12)

Negro History Bulletin. Biweekly
Microfilm 10/1953-1967

New Catholic World.
Microfilm October 1957 - September 1968

Microfilm 1973-1978
10 years to date.

Available online at http://pubs.usgs.gov/publications
*New Republic. Monthly
   Circulation 3 years to date.
   Microfilm 1914-1972

New Statesman and Society. Weekly Cancelled as of 11/18
   Microfilm 1913-1972
   5 years to date.

*New York. Weekly
   Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
   Ref 5 years to date.

New York History. Quarterly
   Microfilm 1950-1966
   Paper 1967-1979

New York Post. Daily Newspaper
   Recent 7 issues kept at Circ desk. Past issues in storage
   3 months to date

   5 Years to date.

New York State Register. Monthly
   Shelved in compact 4 under R 345.12
   1 year to date.

   Microfilm Sept. 1851+
   Paper 3 Months

NY Times Book Review. Weekly
   Kept separate for 1 year.
   Always on micro.

New York Times Index.
   Storage

NY Times Magazine Section. Weekly
   Kept separate for 1 year in storage.
   Always on micro.

   Shelved upstairs with large type books.
   3 months to date.

*New Yorker. Weekly
   Circulation 1 year to date.
   Microfilm 2/21/1925-2/17/1962
   Paper 10 years to date.
Newsday. Daily Newspaper
1977-1985 Index compact 074.471
Microfilm 8/30/1940+
Paper 3 months.

*Newsweek. Weekly
Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
Microfilm 1933-1981
Paper 1982+

Niles National Register. Weekly
Microfilm 1811-1840

Nineteenth Century Fiction. Quarterly
As of Sept. 1986 called Nineteenth century literature.
Microfilm Sum 1945-Mr. 1968

Nineteenth Century Literature.
Formerly 19th century fiction.
10 years to date (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/10)

North American Review.
Microfilm 1815-1850

Notes. Quarterly
1966-9/93

Nursing. Monthly
Microfilm 1971-1977
5 years to date.

Nutrition Action Health Letter. Monthly
Reference Desk
R 613
1 year to date.

*O: The Oprah Magazine. Monthly
3 years to date.

*Occupation Outlook Quarterly. (YA)
(On line only)

*OMNI. - WWW.OMNIMAG.COM
New issues only available on the internet.

*Opera News. Monthly
Circ 3 years to date.
Bound 1940-1970

*Organic Gardening. Monthly
Bound 1938-1970
*Organic Life. Monthly
  3 years to date

*Outdoor life. Monthly
  3 years to date.

Outlook.
  Microfilm 1870-1935

*Outside.
  3 years to date

*Owl. (J)
  1 year to date.

PMLA. (Modern language association.)
  Microfilm 1952-1972
  5 years to date.

Pacific Affairs. Quarterly
  Microfilm 1950-Wint. 1963/64

*Parents Magazine. Monthly
  3 years to date.
  Parenting Collection in Children’s Dept

Paris Review. Quarterly
  Microfilm 1953-1965
  Paper: Fall 1966+

Partisan Review.
  Microfilm 1934-Wint. 1960

*People. Weekly
  3 years to date.

Personnel and Guidance Journal. Monthly
  Now called JDC-Journal of counseling and development.
  Microfilm 1955-May. 1968

*Plays. Monthly (J)
  Latest year in Children's room.
  10 years to date.

*Poetry. Monthly
  5 years to date

*Popular Mechanics. Monthly
  Circulation duplicate 2 years to date.
  Microfilm 1952-1963
  2 years to date.
  Microfilm 1872-1965

Preservation Notes. Gift
  Misc. issues.

*Prevention. Monthly
  3 years to date.

The Progressive. Monthly
  Microfilm 1955-1960
  3 years to date.

*Psychology Today. Bimonthly
  Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
  Microfilm May 1967-May 1972
  Ref 5 years to date.

Public Libraries. - See ALA publications.

Public Library Reporter. - See ALA publications.

Public Library Synergy. - See ALA publications.

Publishers Weekly.
  3 years to date.

Quarterly Journal of Speech.
  Microfilm 1963-1965

Quarterly Review of Economics and Business.
  Microfilm F 1961-N 1966

*Quilters World.
  3 years to date.

RN. Monthly (Discontinued 9/2009)
  Microfilm 1973-1977

RQ. - See under ALA.

*Railfan and Railroad.
  3 years to date.

Ramparts. Monthly
  Microfilm May 1962-June 1971

*Ranger Rick Jr. Monthly (J)
  Replacing Big Backyard/Your Big Backyard
  3 year to date
*Reader's Digest. Monthly
  Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
  Microfilm 1922-1946
  Ref 5 years to date.

*Reader's Digest Large type edition. Monthly
  Shelved with large type books in Circulation
  1 year to date.

Readers Guide to Periodical Literature.
  S R 050

*Real Simple. Monthly
  3 years to date.

*Redbook Magazine. Monthly  Discontinued 12/18
  3 years to date.

Reference and Adult Services Newsletter.
  See under ALA.

*Reminisce. Monthly
  1 year to date.

Reporter.
  Microfilm 4/26/49-June 1968

Review of Educational Research.  Bimonthly
  Microfilm 1957-1966

Review of English Studies. Quarterly
  Microfilm 1956-1963
  Paper 1964-1978

Review of Reviews.
  Microfilm 1890-1937

*Road and Track. Monthly
  2 years to date.

*Rolling Stone.
  1 year to date.

*Runner World. Monthly
  3 years to date.

SAQ. See South Atlantic quarterly.

S&P see Standards and Poors.
*Saturday Evening Post. Monthly  
    Microfilm 10/9/1897-2/8/1969  
    5 years to date.

Saturday Review (of literature). Weekly  
    Microfilm 1924-1972

*Scholastic Upfront. Bi-weekly YA  
    Formerly Scholastic update.  
    Microfilm Sept. 20 1950-1974 (under Senior Scholastic)  
    5 years to date.

*School Arts. Monthly  
    5 years to date.

School Libraries. - See under ALA.

School Library Journal. Monthly  
    10 years to date.

School Management. Monthly  
    Microfilm 1957-1968

School Media Quarterly. - See under ALA.

School Science and Mathematics.  
    Microfilm 1955-1965

Science. Weekly Cancelled as of 11/18  
    Microfilm 1883-1969  
    3 years to date.

Science Books and Films. Monthly  
    Online only for staff.  
    Now called SB&F

Science Digest. Monthly  
    Microfilm 1952-1974

*Science News. Weekly  
    Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.  
    Microfilm Sept. 1922-1969  
    3 years to date.


*Scientific American. Monthly  
    Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.  
    Microfilm June 30 1886-1969  
    Ref 10 years to date.
*Scout Life (formerly Boys Life) Monthly
   1 year to date

Scribner's Magazine. Microfilm 1887-1905

Scribner's Monthly. (The century magazine.)
   Microfilm 1870-1900

*Sea Classics. Monthly
   3 years to date.

Seaford Herald Citizen. Weekly newspaper
   1 year to date.
   Formerly Wantagh-Seaford Citizen

Senior Scholastic
   Now called Scholastic upfront.

*Seventeen. Monthly (YA) Disc. As of 1/18
   3 years to date.

Sewanee Review. Quarterly Cancelled as of 11/18
   Microfilm 1892-1964
   10 years to date.

Shakespeare Quarterly. Disc. 8/18
   10 years to date.

Sky and Telescope. Monthly Cancelled as of 11/18
   Microfilm Nov. 1950-1960
   5 years to date.

Smart Libraries. —See under ALA Library System Newsletter

*Smithsonian. Monthly
   5 years to date.

Social Science Index. Monthly
   R 305 in compact. (Discontinued 2012)

*Sound and Vision. Monthly
   3 years to date.

South Atlantic Quarterly.
   Microfilm 1954-1963
   Paper 1964+ (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

*Southern Living Monthly
   2 years to date
*Spider.  (J)
   1 year to date.

*Sports Illustrated.  Weekly
   Microfilm 1954-1965
   Bound volumes 1955-1965
   Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
   Paper 1965+

*Sports Illustrated for Kids.  Monthly  (J)
   2 years to date.

Standard and Poors Annual Dividend Record.
   2 years to date

Standard and Poors Corporation Descriptions.
   Current issue kept in reference department.
   (no longer in print (03/2016)

Standard and Poors Credit Week.
   1 year to date
   R 332.67 (applies to all standard and poors publications)

Standard and Poors Outlook.
   1 year to date.

Standard and Poors Stock Reports.
   Current issue kept in reference department.

Statistical Bulletin  (S.E.C.)  Monthly
   Kept at Reference desk.
   1 year to date.

*Stone Soup.  (J)
   5 years to date. Digital as of June 2017

Studies in English Literature.  Quarterly
   Microfilm 1961-1976
   10 years to date. (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

*Sunset.  Bi-Monthly
   3 years to date.

Survey of Current Business.  Monthly
   Current issues at Ref desk.  R 330.5
   Older issues in compact.
   Microfilm 1961-1963
   2 years to date.

*Taste of home.  Monthly
   2 years to date.
*Taste of Italia
   2 years to date

Teacher Quarterly
   3 years to date

Teacher. (Grade Teacher)
   Microfilm 1954-1972

*Teen vogue. (YA) Disc as of 11/17
   3 Years to date.

Theatre arts. Monthly
   Microfilm 1916-1964

*This Old House. Monthly
   5 Years to date.

Thrust for Education Leadership. Monthly
   Now called Leadership
   Microfilm 1923-1981

*Time. Weekly
   Circulation duplicate 1 year to date.
   Microfilm 1925-1981
   Paper 1983+

Times Literary Supplement. (British)
   Microfilm 1966+

Today's Education. Quarterly
   Now called NEA today.
   Microfilm 1913-1974

Today's Health. Monthly
   As of 1981 called Health.
   Microfilm 1923-1960

*Transworld Skateboarding. (YA)
   1 year to date.

*Treasures — Monthly
   3 years to date

*Triathlete. Monthly
   3 years to date.

*Tropical Fish Hobbyist. Monthly
   3 years to date.
Tufts University Diet and Nutrition Letter. Monthly
   Current year @ Reference Desk R613
   Previous 2 years in storage

Twentieth Century Literature. Quarterly
   1967+
   Suspended publication 12/12 (Cancelled w/Ebsco 12/13)

   Formerly United Nations chronicle review.
   Paper 1964+ (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

Unesco Courier. Monthly
   Paper 1964 - 12/2001

United Nations Review.
   See U.N. monthly chronicle.
   Microfilm 1954-June 1958
   Paper July 1958-April 1964

University of California Berkeley "Health After 50"
   Current year at Reference Desk R613
   Previous 2 years in storage

*Upfront Monthly (YA)
   See Scholastic Upfront

USA Today Magazine. Monthly
   3 years to date

*U.S. catholic. Monthly
   6 years to date.

U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings. Monthly
   1945+ (Discontinued w/ Ebsco 12/09)

   Microfilm 1933-1982
   Paper 1982+ (Online only as of 12/10)

*UTNE Reader. Bimonthly
   3 years to date.

Value Line Fund Advisor.
   R 332.67
   Current issues of all Value Line publications are kept at reference desk.

Value Line - small mid-cap
   R 332.67
Value Line – 3 parts  
R 332.67

*Vanity Fair. Monthly  
3 years to date.

*Variety – Weekly  
1 year to date

*Veg News Quarterly  
2 years to date

*Vegan Life Quarterly  
2 years to date

Video Librarian. Monthly  
1 year to date.

Virginia Quarterly Review. Cancelled as of 11/18  
Microfilm 1925-1951 Paper 1961+

Vital Speeches of the Day. Cancelled as of 11/18  
Microfilm 1934-1951 Paper 1952+

*Vogue. Monthly  
3 years to date.

Voya. Bimonthly (YA)  
April 2006+

"W" Magazine Monthly  
3 years to date

Wall Street Digest. Monthly  
Reference department R 332.67  
5 years to date.

Wall Street Journal. Daily Newspaper  
Microfilm 1/83-12/00  
1 year to date.  
Current issues at circ desk, past issues in storage

Wantagh Herald Citizen. Weekly Newspaper  
1 year to date.  
Formerly Wantagh-Seaford Citizen

Wantagh-Seaford citizen. Weekly Newspaper  
Microfilm 1955-Apr. 1965  
1 year to date  
Now the Seaford Herald Citizen and Wantagh Herald Citizen (5/14)
Washington Monthly.
1 year to date.

Washingtonian. Monthly
5 years to date (Discontinued w/Ebsco 01/14).

Washington Newsletter.
See under ALA.

*WebMD. Bimonthly
2 years to date.

*The Week. Weekly
1 year to date.

*Weight Watchers - Bi-Monthly
2 years to date

Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents.
Storage R 350.03

*Where to Retire. Quarterly
3 years to date.

Microfilm Sept. 1949-June 1951
Paper Sept. 1951 - June 1995

*Wired monthly
3 years to date

*Woman's Day. Monthly
3 years to date.

*Woman's Health Monthly
2 years to date

*Working Mother. Monthly
1 year to date.

*Writer. Monthly
3 years to date.

*Writer's Digest. Monthly
3 years to date.

Yale review. Quarterly
Microfilm 1892-Summer 1957

*Yankee. Monthly
2 years to date.
*Yoga Journal. Bimonthly
2 years to date.

*Zoobooks. (J)
2 years to date.

HISTORICAL MICROFILM COLLECTIONS

Shelved in cabinet with Levittown Tribune microfilm.

Papers of the British Army in America
Japanese Monographs
Nuremberg Trials - Paper of the Nuremberg Trials.
N.Y. Times Columbia University Collection
U.S. Dept of State, Foreign Relations 1861-1945